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NOTE. These  remarks are  certainly  not  meant as a definitive  pro- . nouncement  on the aims of  the  present  production.  They  are 
simply my own  reactions (as an  English  prof.) to some of the ‘t 

problems  in  Measure for Measure  and  my  own  explanations (as one  actor 
in  a  very  large cast) of  the  way  we  have  tried to deal with  those  problems. 

Measure for Measure is not  an  easy  play  to  get  across  to  a  modern  audience. Elvery 
time I’ve seen it acted,  I  remember  being  drawn  into  Isabella  and Angelo’s  conflict and 
being  entertained  by  Lucio  and  ihe  pimps  and  bawds of Vienna,  but  the  rest of the  play 
seemed  rather flat and  tiresome.  Thinking  back  to  the  last  time I saw it done at Strat- 
ford -on-Avon, I can’t  even remember  who  played the  Duke  nor  do I recall  what  he looked 
like. In  other  words,  because of the  way  it  is  usually  presented,  with  the  Duke  being  played 
very much as “the old fantastical  Duke of dark  corners”,  the  action  (and  the  audience  with 
it)  tends  to  sag  after  Act 111,  on1:e Isabella  has  learnt Angelo’s true  nature. 

Some  academic  critics  attribute  this  falling off to  the  fact  that  Shakespeare  lost  interest 
in  the  story  and  botched  the las,:  two  acts ; i n  which  case  Shakespeare’s  “nods”  last  con- 
siderably  longer  than Homer’s. Others  would  have it tha t   the  Duke is not  meant  to be 
a character at all,  but is simply  :in  “instigator of the action.” But  none of this is much  use e 
to  an  audience  that  has  to  sit  through  those  last  two  acts  watching  an  actor  on  stage em- 
bodying  the  symbolic  Duke as a flesh and blood character. 

If  the  play is simply  an  alle.<orical  exploration  into  the  nature of justice,  then  theat- 
rically at least  we  grow  to  care far too  much for  Isabella  and  Angelo as individual people. 
and it is  difficult  to  stomach  the  way  that  Isabella  (a  psychologically  interesting  character) 
is married off to  the  Duke (a symbolic personage) at the  finale in order to satisfy  the  air of 
general  reconciliation  that  the  over-neat  ending  creates. 

One way of resolving  these  contradictions is to  play  the  Duke 8% 

,a comic character,  and  this  is  what  happens  in  the  present  production. 
The Duke is  made as human  and as fallible as the  rest of the  charac- 
ters,  and hie reappearance  in  Vienna  disguised  as  the  Friar  is played 
for all i t  is worth as the complex  game of a man who is concerned 
with  justice  but  who  enjoys  the  sight of a  hypocrite  trapped by his own 
double  game  Rather  than  falling  away,  the  action  gathers  tempo  after 
Act I11 when  the  plot  is  played as “a plot”;  it becomes the Duke’s 
play  from  beginning  to  end. 

Theatrically,  such a reading  does  not  divert  out  attention  from 
Angelo and  Isabella;  instead, i t  widens  the  focus of the  play  and  sets 
their  story i ?  a framework of general  duplicity  and  fraility.  The  Duke 
is as vain a:\ the  rest of them.  Thinking  himself “a scholar,  a  states- 
man,  and  a  soldier,”  he is jolted  to find that  characters like  Lucio  have 
very  little good to  say of him in  his  “absence”; a fact  which  perhaps 
explains  the Duke’s harsh  treatment of Lucio at the play’s end. 

Humanixing  the  Duke unifies the  tone of the play, but i t  still  does 
not  quite  solve  the  ambiguity o f  Act V where  the  characters  pair off 
in  abstract  patterns.  To  counter  this, we’ve extended  the  obvious 
artifice of the  Duke-Friar’s  plot  into  Act V, playing  the  resolution a t  
top  speed  before a large crowd  grouped all over  the  multi-level  stage. 
It becomes a noisy,  public  spectacle.  Angelo and  Lucio  are  disgraced 
in a ceremony that  is  as  ritualized  and as rowdy as a bull  fight,  and  the 
audience  is not required  to  “feel  for”  the  characters  any  more  than 
it is when  the  characters  link  hands  in  couples  and  walk off stage. 

Dr.  Allen’s production  makes  the  crowd  one of the play’s  major 
“characters.”  Justice,  mercy,  charity  and  chastity  are  not  absolute 
things;  human  appetite  tends  to  divert  and  pervert  them. We have 
therefore  airled at an  impression of life  spilling  over  into  the  action, 
and  anyone  familiar  with  the  text will  be surprised at the  number of 
crowd-scenes that  the  production  affords. 

As a specific  example, the  text of 1I.i. requires  a  private room in 
which  Elbow brings  Pompey  and  Froth  before  Angelo,  Escalus  and  the 
Justice.  We  played it that  way  for  about  three weeks of rehearsals 
until  it  was  suggested  that  we  bring  Mistress Elbow  on stage  and  let 
Pompey go through  his  double-talk  before  an  actual  jury.  The  results 
of the  change  were  remarkable.  What  had been a piece of vaudeville 
patter became a  meaningful  comment  on  the  play;  justice in the ab- 
stract  has  to  be  meted  out  by  humans  who  are  willful,  prejudiced, 
confused  or  plainly  stupid. 

Finally, we tried  to  unify  (and  comment  on)  the  play  through  the 
colour  scheme of the  costumes  and  the  set. We’ve endeavoured  to 
underline ths? way  that  Puritan  chastity  and  animal  lust  infect  each 
other  by  bler  ding  icy  blues  with  hot  oranges. 

Measure for Measure  gives us a cruel look at mankind. We’ve tried 
to  bring  out  the comedy a j  well as the blackness  not  only to fit the 
fashion of the  contemporary  theatre  but as a legitimate  reflection of 
17th  century  intellects  like Hobbes,  who saw  that  “the  nature of  man  is 
solitary,  fearful,  nasty,  brutish  and  short.” 
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CUS and All That 
Acmss  Canada  students  are no  longer  ac- 

cepting  the  role of passive  receptors  in  the 
educational  system. We are demanding  a 
greater voice  in our universities ; we are be- 
ginning  to  question  the  role of those  univer- 
sities  in  the  society  around us. 

CUS is  the  national union of Canadian 
students. To understand  where  it  is  going  this 
year  it  is  necessary to first understand  the 
basis of these  demands. 

To begin  with, an increasing  number of 
students  are  realizing  that  our  educational 
system is not  geared  to make our lives  more 
meaningful or help  us  develop  critical  minds 
which can benefit our  society. We are  trained 
to  accept. We are told what  to  read,  when  and 
how to  write, how  much  to  remember. There  is 
no link  between what we are  studying  and  our 
experience  or  the  needs of our  society. 

The sole  goal  in university  is  the  degree 
and we “learn”  within  the  context of an exam. 

This system is  set up and  controlled by 
administrators who hold  a greater responsi- 
bility  to the business  world than to  education. 
And our  universities  fulfill  the  needs of busi- 
ness: we are  carefully  graded,  socialized  and 
trained  to fit into  the  corporate  structure. Eco- 
nomics  is  not studied  to  destroy  poverty  but 
to  maintain  our economic  system  which  simul- 
taneously  generates  poverty  and  affluence.  En- 
gineering  is  studied in  a narrow  segmented 
fashion which  does  not  allow  us  to critically 
examine the effect of our work upon society. 
Similarly,  the social sciences  are divorced from 
ways  and  means  to  change  the  social  forces 
which are being  studied. 

In short we are  trained to do, not  think 
about  or examine what  is  being done. Nor will 
this  situation  change  until  the  university is 
changed.  This  is why we need student-faculty 
control of the  university.  This  is  why we  need 
a  strong union to fight for  student demands. 

We must recognize that  our society  is  one 
in  which xgorkers are  little more than cogs of 
a  machine. That no matter  what  your  educa- 
tion. YOU have  little  chance of performing  a 
routine  task to keep this machine  rolling. That 
poverty, discrimination  and  war,  spring  from 
the very  makeup of our economic and  social 
structure  and  cannot be  eliminated  by good 
will  alone. 

To  change  this  society we need  a radical 
restructuring of its bases. We need  a redistri- 
bution of power so that  the  needs of people are 
not  subservient  to  the  interests of the  few who 
form  the  corporate  elite. 

To do this we must  challenge people into 
an  awareness of their social  conditions  in 
which they live. We must  confront  those who 
make war  materials  as well as  those who  make 
war. We must realize  that our powerlessness 
springs  from  the  same  source  as  that of the 
poor and  disaffected - and join  with  them  in 
changing  the  social  reality  which make us  
powerless. . ,  

We cannot  have  a  “free’  university  under 
present  conditions.  Nor  will  our  universities 
basically  improve  our  society  structured  the 

both. 
way they  are.  To  change  one we must  change 

And  this will not come about if  we only 
operate as individuals oq individual  issues. It 
requires  collective  action  within  and  without 
the university.  The  intereuts of students  in 
realizing  themselves as individuals  will  only 
be  achieved  in this way, and  the  society  in 
which they  live  will  only  change  through  their, 
and  others’  efforts. 

It is  therefore  necessary  to work as  a 
strong collective  force on many  fronts  at once. 
This is the  aim of CUS for  this  is  the only  way 
that a national  union of students  can  perform 
any  meaningful  function at this time. 

If you want  change  then you need CUS. 

CUS: ON  REPRESENTATIVITY AND 
DEMOCRACY 

The reaction to the  recent CUS Congress 
on many  campuses  has been  a questioning of 
the  “representativity”  and “democracy” of the 
CUS. The  questioning  has been partly  irrational 

as  i t   is  based  on the  sensationalist  distortions 
of our  mass  media;  but on the whole it is 
healthy  and  even  essential - it  takes back to 
the mass of students  the  basic  themes of democ- 
racy  and  Self-determination  that.dominated  the 
past Congress of the Canadian  Union of Stu- 
dents. 

The CUS executive  operates on policy 
democratically  determined by representatives 
of each member  union - by a majority vote a t  
the  annual Congress. The  main  theme a t   the  
past Congress  was  the  democratization of the 
university  community  and  the  relationship of 
this  struggle  to  society - to  Canada  and to 
the world a t  large. And the  main  resolutions 
called for  major  restructuring of the  university 
to give students  and  faculty democratic  control 
over  academic affairs,  they called for public or 
corporate  control of higher education,  they 
called for a freeing of Canada  from  American 
control  and  they  called  for  an  end to  imperial- 
ism (American)  and  aggression  (Russian) 
abroad. 

What is now being  questioned  is  the “demo- 
cratic’’ nature of these  demands  for democracy 
and  national  self-determination,  the  respre- 
sentativity of member  councils to speak on stu- 
dent  issues,  and  the  right of the union  to  speak 
at  all on issues of national  and  international 
concern. On the  first  point  it  must be under- 
stood that  what  is  being  challenged is  not  the 
democratic nature of the  Congress  but  the 
repreventativity of the  delegates  themselves. 
I t  is certainly  true  that most  councils are  rela- 
tively  bureaucratic  and  elitist,  segregated  from 
the  main  student body - that  they  cannot  truly 
“know” the opinion of their  students.  It is inter- 
esting  to note,  however, that  it  is  not  the con- 
servative  councils  bnt  the  radicals  (such  as 
SFU) who have  initiated  a  democratization of 
council to involve the  students -mass student 
meetings  and  debate,  referendums on contro- 
versial  issues  (student  demands,  Vietnam),  and 
issue  pamphlets  etc. to inform  the  students. 
CUS can  only  be as  democratic as  its member 
unions - and  those  unions  can be made demo- 
cratic by acting on the democratization  policies 
of cus. 

On the  question of international  affairs 
there  are two points.  The first is  that  the Con- 
gress felt some issues of self-determination 
cannot be settled by electorial  politics - that 
Russians,  for  instance,  should  not  vote  to  in- 
volve  Czechoslovakia: and  that  Americans or 
Canadians - complicit in the  war - should 
not  vote on whether  they  dump  napalm on 
Vietnam. The  troops  should  leave : the  countries 
should  determine  their own affairs.  The second 
point  is  that it is  extremely  short-sighted a t  
this  point in history  to  think  university stu- 
dens  should  not be concerned  with  national  or 
international  affairs.  There  are  the  very  real 
links of the  Canadian  university  with  the com- 
munity  (housing),  with  the  federal  government 
(loans,  financing),  with  the U.S. (warresearch). 
But  there  is.  also  the  growing  tide ‘of facism 
in the U.S. which  makes  those  issues  pale.  For 
those opposed  to CUS policy it  is more  impor- 
tant to  get  the  debate off campus  (ignore  it) 
than  to  educate  the  students  to  try to start  off 
the  debate - the  issues at  stake may in  the 
next  years  determine  the  independence of the 
Canadian  nation  itself.  The  basic  paint  is  that 
the notion of a  “representative”  Canadian  stu- 
dent opiniion  is  a  false  one; as  long as  stu- 
dents  are powerless  in their own affairs  and 
their opinions are controlled  by  the  mass media. 
Only through  debate  and  action on important 
issues  can  student  leaders  speak  for  their 
campus. ~ 

Only  through  acting on CUS policy, with 
CUS support - through  democratizing of stu- 
dent councils,  through  mass  student  meetings 
to  debate  student  issue,  through  winning  stu- 
dents  and  faculty power in  their community, 
through  debate on international  affairs,  per- 
haps  through  the  election of delegates  to  the 
next CUS Congress,  only  through  initiating 
these  policies will we be able  to  speak of truly 
democratic  and  representative  union  in  the 
coming year. 

The Canadian Union of Students  is,  in  fact, 
only four  years old. Before  that we were known 
as  the National  Federation of Canadian Uni- 
versity  Students  with  the  organization’s  roots 
still  buried  deep  in  the  debating  union  tradition 
in  which it had  started. 

The  objectives of NFCUS  were: the pro- 
motion in  every  way  possible of a better  under- 
standing  among  Canadian  students ; a higher 
,degree of co-operation  among all student  or- 
ganizations ; the  advancement of legitimate  stu- 
dent  interesta ; and  the developing of relation- 
ships  with  other  national  and  international 
.groups. 

CUS has attempted to go  beyond the  rheto- 
.ric and involves  itself  in the  realities of the 
student’s  position in  Canadian  universities to- 
jay.  Concern over.the  accessibility of the uni- 
versity  to  all,  the  question of control  within  the 
university  and of the  role  the  university  plays 
in the world of government  and  big  business 
%as moved CUS from  dealing  with  questions 
of year books and  student union buildings to 
those  which  affect  the day-to-day existence of 
the  student, e.g. housing. 

The move towards  reality  began at   the 
1964 Congress,  when the main  Freech-speaking 
membcrs  withdrew. 

Historic@ Notes 
,1926 NFCUS  was  founded a t  a  Congress a t  

McGill. Twenty  delegates  from  ten  uni- 
versities  drew  up  the  constitution,  which 
was  then  ratified by their unions. 

I940 NFCUS died  because of the  war. 
1.946 NFCUS  reborn a t  U of T  Conference. 
1.951 Permanent  Secretariat  set-up  in  Ottawa. 
:.964 NFCUS becomes CUS. 
:.964 Quebec French - speaking  unions  with- 

draw  in  order  to set-up  Union Gh6rale 
des  etudiants du  Quebec. Their  reasons 
for  leaving  were  two-fold: 
1) NFCUS  was  not  involving  itself  with . the  real  concerns of the  student,  but 

rather  with  the  periphery  luxuries 
(year books, songbooks, etc . . .); 

2) NFCUS  was  not  representative of the 

Since the  withdrawal of the Quebec  uni- 
versities (McGilI and  Sir George  Williams  voted 
io  join UGSQ soon after  it  was set-up, Bis4Qp’s 
is not a member of either union and Loyola is“- 
an associate member of UGEQ), CUS has be- 
come slowly  more  involvyd  with  realities of the 
c;tudents’  position in  the  university,  and  its 
1,elation to society. 

At the 1965 Congress  in  Lennoxville the 
whole question of universal  accessibility  was 
xaised. UNAC, as it is called  ,was  defined  then 
8.s “the  abolition of all  social  and  financiil 
harriers  to post-secondary  education.”  Since 
(:US took that  step,  and  consciously involved 
itself,  not  only  with  the  student,  but  also  with 
those  unable  to be students,  the Union has be- 
pun to discuss  and work  on questions of im- 
rlediate  importance to the  student. 

One cannot talk about  the economic and 
social  problems of prospective students  in a 
vacuum..As CUS came to grips  with  the  ques- 
tion of universal  accessibility,  those  in  the 
Union found  they  had  to  consider  all  aspects 
of  education,  and .of society, as it   is  impossible 
t> change  the  university  substantially  (given 
the  important  role  the  univerijfwptays ‘in the 
North  American  society)  without  changing 
society. 

An awareness of this  has  grown  over  the 
past  few  years as students,  some in councils 
some  outside  them,  have come up against  the 
entrenched power of the  administration  or  the 
government a t  a  municipal,  provincial and 
federal level. Events  in  such  places as Sas- 
katchewan  (Thatcher’s  attempt  to  co&&  the 
university), Simon Fraser  Univ’ersit~.,~Admini- 
8 tration’s  refusal to act to change the .&iversity 
structures,  despite a Canadian  Asswfation of 
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CUS continued 
University  Teacher's  censure),  UNB  (the  pres 
dent's  firing of a professor  without state 
reasons),  Windsor  (Administration  interfe: 
ence in the  student  newspaper)  have  all  show 
students  that  they  must  fight  for  their  right 
to  decide  for  themselves  what  type  of  educatio 
they  want,  and how the  university  will  be  rul 
and by whom. 

So, the  Canadian  Union of Students ha 
become  involved. in  the  real  issues  which  fac 
students  ,and  which  affect  their  lives  from  da 
to day.  What  this  means  is  that  the  visible  wor 
by CUS are  not as obvious as it once wat 
Questions  like  "what  do  we  get  for  our  dollar? 
cannot be  answered  with a glib  list of service 
which YOU are  offered.  We  do  offer  some.  (se 
below). We do  not,  in  fact,  want to defend th  
CUS as an  entity  in  itself.  What  we  want  to  d 
is  discuss  the  issues  which  CUS  is  facing,  issue 
which  affect  all  students.  And  this  can  only  b 
done  in  practice,  working  together  on  campuse 
to change the  systems  which  are  exploiting  an 
manipulating  the  student  and  the  communitJ 
Thus  self-determination  is  needed  in  education 
over  housing  plans, in  the choice of professor 
and  administrators,  in  the  university's  relation 
ship  with  the  community  outside.  And  that i 
the  concern of  CUS. 
Sewices 

CUS has developed various  services whicl 
members can  use  to  their  advantage. 

1) Publications: We have a publicatiol 
service  which  produces  papers  and  articles 01 
education, co-ops, communications  etc.  whicl 
anyone  may  use.  This,  along  with  lists of re  
3ource  people, tapes,  films  and  bibliographies 
3ffer the  student a chance  to  discover  for  him 
self the  current  ideas  on  education. 

2) Co-ops: For  the  past  two  years CU2 
has had a full  time co-op fieldworker  who ha! 
helped campuses  set-up co-ops for  their stu 
ients.  Focusing  on  membership  education ar 
:he key  to  developing  the  movement CUS has 
3een working at two  levels - the first is  tht 
?stablishment of a theoretical  frameworl 
:hrough  discussion;  the  second  has  been  tech 
lical  assistance  and adv'ice to  these  alreadJ 
Norking with co-ops, and  those  about  to  ente~ 
nto  that  area. Coops exist at present  in  Halifax 
Predericcton,  Moncton,  Kingston,  Toronto 
Naterloo,  Guelph,  Winnipeg,  Regina,  Saskatoon. 
Cdmonton and New  Westminster. 

In  addition, CUS is  working  with  the  Cana. 
lian  Labour  Congress  and  the  co-operative 
Jnion of Canada  in  the  formation of the Co- 
bperative Housing  Foundation. 

I )  Research Service:  the office has files  on 
nost  subjects  which  are  .important  to  the s tu-  
lent,  both at the  council  level  and  elsewhere. 
nformation on communications,  organizing, 
miversity  relations,  structures of the  univer- 
ity etc.,  can be supplied on request. 

1 )  Life  1nsu.rance:  While CUS does  not  ad- 
)ere  to  the  concept of life  Insurance, we do 
lffer a  special  student  insurance  rate  for mem- 
bers. The offer is made  through  Canadian 
'remier  Life  who  has a representative  for 
very  member  campus.  If you are  interested, 
ontact him through  your  student  council  for 
nore information. 

1 )  Travel: CUS has a travel  department 
vbich organizes  flights  to  Europe  and  else- 
?here. Last year  over 1,000 students  made  use 
d  the flights  and  other services. (Eurail passes, 
ar hire,  etc.).  This  year 19 flights  are planned, 
:oing to London, Rome,  Moscow and Tokyo. 
'hese  leave  from  Toronto,  Winnipeg  and  Van- 
ouver. There  is  also a possibility of flights  to 
luba also. 

More information  may be got  from: CUS 
'ravel  Department, 44 St. George Street, 
'oronto 5, Ontario. 
1 CUS Lobby: CUS has a lobby in  Parlia- 
lent  which  has  in  the  past  resulted  in  the  Stu- 
ent  Loan  Plan,  Air  Canada  half-prices,  hous- 
18 legislation,  among  others.  Briefs on taxa- 
ion, broadcasting  and  housing  have  been  pre- 
ented this  year. 
) Fieldworkers:  There  are now four  re- 
ional  fiieldworkers, one each  in B.C., the 
rairies,  Ontario  and  the  Maritimes  who  work 
ith  students,  student  councils  and  national 
ouncil  Members to discuss  and  work  on  the 
sues  facing  the  student  today.  The  National 
ouncil,.  consisting of 14 representatives  from 
le regions, a Program Commissioner,  a Fi- 
ance  Commissioner,  the  Past-President,  the 
resident,  Vice-president  and  President-Elect, 
the  top  decision-making  body  in CUS between 

ongresses. 


